ABSTRACT Sparse representation, as a powerful signal processing method, is widely used in rolling bearing fault diagnosis. As an algorithm for solving the sparse model, randomized orthogonal matching pursuit (RandOMP) algorithm shows excellent performance in impulse features extraction. However, the sparsity of impulse features is difficult to be determined accurately which influenced the effect of feature extraction. In order to more accurately obtain the fault information of rolling bearing, a method named adaptive RandOMP algorithm with a sliding window (AdRaOMP-SW) is proposed in this paper. The method consists of the adaptive RandOMP (AdRaOMP) algorithm and the sliding window. The AdRaOMP algorithm is an improvement of RandOMP, and it solves the problem that the sparsity of impulse features is difficult to determine and improves the efficiency of feature extraction by selecting a plurality of atoms in each iteration. The sliding window is a data segmentation strategy for the original signal which can be used to weaken the influence of noise. First, the vibration signal of the rolling bearing is segmented into multiple sub-signals by the constructed sliding window. Then, each sub-signal is processed by the AdRaOMP algorithm to obtain the corresponding sparse representation result. Finally, the sparse representation results of all sub-signals are spliced together to obtain the final fault features. The experiments and engineering application demonstrate that AdRaOMP-SW has better feature extraction performance compared with the RandOMP and spectral kurtosis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rolling bearing as the key components widely used in modern rotating machinery is prone to failure due to the influence of the complex operating condition and alternating loads, etc. Therefore, it is of great significance to study effective fault diagnosis techniques for improving the reliability and safety of machinery equipment, and reducing operating and maintenance costs. If the local failure of rolling bearing occurs, an impulse signal will be produced when a defect on a rolling surface impacts with another surface. During the rotation of rolling bearing, measured vibration signals with localized bearing faults always contain series of impulse components, which occur periodically (at least quasi-periodically with random slip) [1] , [2] . At the same time, due to the influence of other rotating components and the distance between sensor measuring point and bearing defect, the vibrations signals collected by the sensors contain lots of interferences and noise, thereby making it difficult to extract the fault features of rolling bearing. Therefore, many advanced signal processing and noise reduction methods have been proposed by researchers, such as synchrosqueezed wavelet transform [3] , [4] , variational mode decomposition [5] - [7] , empirical wavelet transform [8] - [10] , deep learning [11] , [12] etc., to realize the rolling bearing fault diagnosis. Xu et al. [13] proposed multi-scale fractional order entropy infogram to select the optimal frequency band for extracting the repetitive transients from the whole frequency bands in rolling bearing and gear fault diagnosis. Through combining ensemble local mean decomposition and Fast Kurtogram (FK), first the raw signal is decomposed into a set of PFs, then PFs is filtered by FK to extract impulse signal, thereby realizing the fault diagnosis of bearing in [14] .
In addition to these above methods, sparse representation also provides new ideas for rotating machinery fault diagnosis [15] - [20] . In sparse representation, sparse decomposition algorithms, as an important part, affect the sparse representation results to a large extent. Compared with convex optimization algorithms, greedy algorithms are easy to implement and they have low computational complexity. Therefore greedy algorithms are widely used, and orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) is a typical representation. Based on the OMP algorithm, Donoho et al. [21] proposed the stagewise orthogonal matching pursuit (StOMP), it selects atoms by thresholding the output of the matched filter applied to the current residual signal, where the threshold is set above the mutual interference level and projects the residual on a lower-dimensional subspace complementary to the span of the selected atoms. Needell et al. studied the compressive sampling matching pursuit (CoSaMP). CoSaMP uses backtracking strategy to accelerate the effectiveness of algorithm and to provide strong guarantees that OMP cannot, it selects a lot of atoms in each iteration, and the selected atoms may be discarded in the next iteration [22] .
The above algorithms are relatively simple and have high reconstruction precision. However, in the impulse features extraction of rolling bearing vibration signal, the impulse components with small amplitudes are difficult to be detected due to the influence of background noise, thereby affecting the accuracy of rolling bearing fault diagnosis. Therefore, randomized orthogonal matching pursuit (RandOMP) algorithm which selects atom with probability is proposed by Michael and Irad [23] to extract the small amplitude impulse components [24] . However, the above algorithms have a common problem in rolling bearing fault diagnosis that the sparsity of impulse components needs to be determined artificially. If the sparsity is too large, it will lead to excessive noise interferences in the decomposition result. If the sparsity is too small, the weak impulse features will fail to be detected. However, the sparsity often cannot be accurately estimated owing to the complexity of vibration signals and the unknown bearing failure. Aiming at the problem that the sparsity is difficult to be determined accurately, researchers have proposed some adaptive methods for signal reconstruction, such as sparsity adaptive matching pursuit (SAMP) algorithm [25] and sparsity adaptive subspace pursuit (SASP) algorithm [26] . However, these algorithms cannot be used to extract the impulse features of rolling bearing directly because the vibration signal contains multiple components such as harmonic interference and noise.
Aiming at the above problems, an adaptive RandOMP (AdRaOMP) algorithm is proposed in this paper to extract fault features from rolling bearing vibration signal with unknown sparsity. Compared with RandOMP, AdRaOMP overcomes the limitations that sparsity is difficult to be determined accurately by estimating sparsity and updating the residual in improved way. Meanwhile, AdRaOMP improves the efficiency of feature extraction by selecting a plurality of atoms in each iteration. In order to further weaken the influence of noise on feature extraction, sliding window is introduced to segment the vibration signal into several sub-signals which improves the precision of feature extraction by making the global optimization of AdRaOMP in whole signal transform into the local optimization in each sub-signal. Furthermore, in view of the characteristics of impulse components; an analysis dictionary is constructed by using 'db8' wavelet basis to match the impulse components. Therefore, a method named AdRaOMP with sliding window (AdRaOMP-SW) is proposed in this paper to realize the effective extraction of periodic impulse features in the bearing fault diagnosis.
In this method, the vibration signal is segmented into several sub-signals with the help of sliding window; and then, the AdRaOMP algorithm is applied to process each sub-signal to find the corresponding optimal sparse representation; finally, the final result is obtained by splicing the processing result of each sub-signal in turn. The proposed AdRaOMP-SW algorithm outperforms the RandOMP algorithm in the periodic impulse features extraction, and it can automatically determine the sparsity depending on the signals. And experimental data of rolling bearing and the fault diagnosis case of wind turbine generator bearing are analyzed to verify the effectiveness of the AdRaOMP-SW method.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the basic theory of sparse representation and RandOMP are briefly introduced; in Section 3, the proposed AdRaOMP-SW method is described in detail, and a detailed algorithm flow is given; in Section 4, experimental result and engineering example are used to verify the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method; finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
II. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION A. SPARSE REPRESENTATION
If signal is processed by traditional signal processing methods based on orthogonal linear transformation, it will be represented as a set of linear weighted sum of the basic functions with identical morphology. However, in engineering signal processing, due to the diversity of fault components and the morphological unity of orthogonal basis functions, it increases the difficulty of using signal decomposition methods based on orthogonal transform to effectively extract the fault components with different morphologies. In 1993, the matching pursuit (MP) algorithm which overcomes the limitations of using orthogonal functions to represent signal was proposed by Mallat and Zhang [27] . The core idea of MP is to select as few atoms as possible from the overcomplete dictionary to approximately represent the original signal. MP lays the foundation for sparse representation. The specific mathematical model is as follows
where y denotes the original signal, D denotes the overcomplete dictionary in a Hilbert space, α denotes sparse representation coefficients set, and r denotes the residual.
If there are n atoms in D, and the atom can be denoted by d, and it is normalized. Thus (1) can be expressed
It can be seen from (2), the signal can be represented as different expressions due to the difference of selected atoms. But in order to obtain the sparsest expression of signal, in other words, the number of non-zero items in α is the least, solving (2) can be described an optimization problem based on l 0 norm (l 0 ) : min α 0 subject to y = Dα + r
The greedy algorithm is relatively simple, and easy to implement, thus it is widely used to solve the optimization problem [28] .
B. RandOMP
The OMP algorithm can produce only one sparse representation, the result may be disturbed by noise, and the corresponding sparse representation performance will also be affected. Therefore, Elad and Yavneh thought that a plurality of sparse representations is better than the sparsest one alone and proposed the RandOMP algorithm [23] . The RandOMP algorithm randomly obtains multiple sparse representations according to probability distributions, and the mean of these sparse representations is an approximation of the MinimumMean-Squared-Error (MMSE) estimation. The RandOMP algorithm is described as Fig.1 . The main difference between the OMP algorithm and the RandOMP algorithm is the criterion of selecting atom. In OMP, atoms are selected based on the inner product of the atom and residual. However, this selection criterion may not guarantee that the final sparse representation results are optimal due to the influence of noise. Therefore, in the RandOMP algorithm, the selection criterion of atom is modified, and a probability distribution is used to select atoms randomly. The probability formula is as follows
where σ denotes the standard deviation of noise, η 2 is calculated as (5)
where σ x denotes the standard deviation of the nonzero entries of the representation of the original signal.
In the RandOMP algorithm, the sparse representation coefficients can be obtained by using the least square method to solve (6)
And the sparse representation coefficients can be further expressed as
where D † S k denotes the pseudoinverse of D S k (the matrix composed of all selected atoms), S k denotes the selected atom index set, x denotes the original signal.
Thus, in the kth iteration, the residual r k can be obtained as follows
Thus this residual update method as shown in (8) can make r k orthogonal to the previously selected atoms, and the previously selected atoms cannot be repeatedly selected in subsequent iterations.
III. ADAPTIVE RANDOMIZED ORTHOGONAL MATCHING PURSUIT WITH SLIDING WINDOW
Although the RandOMP algorithm overcomes the problem that the result of OMP is easy to be influenced by noise, it still has shortcoming in engineering signal processing, especially in the periodic impulse components extraction of rolling bearing fault diagnosis. That is, the sparsity of impulse components needs to be determined artificially. However, due to the diversity and complexity of signals, the sparsity is VOLUME 6, 2018 difficult to be estimated accurately. Furthermore, if the length of signal is too long, the optimizing ability of RandOMP will be weakened by noise. Therefore, this paper proposes the AdRaOMP-SW method which combines the data segment strategy based on sliding window and AdRaOMP to realize the extraction of periodic impulse features in rolling bearing fault diagnosis.
The concrete steps can be described as follows: first, the width and sliding distance of the sliding window are calculated; second, the constructed sliding window is applied to segment the original signal into multiple sub-signals; and then, each sub-signal is processed by the AdRaOMP algorithm to obtain the corresponding sparse representation result; finally, the sparse representation results of all sub-signals are spliced together to obtain the final detection result, and the fault identification of the rolling bearing is realized by means of the envelope demodulation. The flow of AdRaOMP-SW is illustrated in Fig.2 . 
A. AdRaOMP
On the basis of the RandOMP algorithm, the AdRaOMP algorithm automatically determines the sparsity depending on the signals and improves the efficiency of feature extraction by selecting a plurality of atoms in each iteration. The AdRaOMP algorithm flow is illustrated in Fig.3 .
In the AdRaOMP algorithm, the sparsity (K 0 ) of original signal is firstly estimated roughly according to a proposition based on restricted isometry property (RIP) criterion and the main iteration is executed. Then a plurality of atoms is selected with probability, improved residual update way and atom index set update way are used to update residual and atom index set. Finally, the iteration is stopped until the number of indexes in S k is greater than or equal to K 0 , and Gaussian elimination method is used to calculate the sparse representation coefficients to obtain the final In the step 4, the sparsity of original signal is estimated based on a proposition deduced by RIP. As we all know, in the RandOMP algorithm, the sparsity (K ) needs to be determined artificially, and it affects the accuracy of the periodic impulse components extraction. It would be more efficient and effective to estimate an accurate sparsity. Therefore, a sparsity estimation method based on a proposition deduced by RIP criterion is introduced to estimate the sparsity of the original signal in this paper [26] .
RIP in sparse representation is described as follows
where δ ∈ (0, 1) and it denotes a constant, · 2 2 denotes the l 2 -norm of a vector.
If α satisfies α 0 ≤ K and D satisfies (9), it will be called that D satisfies RIP subject to (K , δ). Thus Reference [26] provided a proposition as follow
where D denotes the dictionary composed of the selected atoms in an over-complete dictionary; K 0 denotes the approximate sparsity of original signal, that is, the number of atoms in D ; K denotes the real sparsity of original signal, and x denotes the original signal. δ is the threshold parameter, and the range is between 0 and 1. The sparsity of the original signal (K 0 ) can be estimated according to (10) , and the proof is described in [26] . However, K 0 is the approximate sparsity of original signal x, and it is not suitable as the input parameter of RandOMP to extract the impulse components from the original signal. Therefore, an improved residual update way and an improved atom index set update way are proposed in the step 7 and the step 8 to make K 0 acceptable.
In the step 7 and the step 8, the residual update formula is as follows
where r k denotes the residual generated by the kth iteration, D J k denotes the dictionary composed of the selected atoms in the kth iteration, D † J k denotes the pseudoinverse of D J k . The atom index set is updated as follows
where S k−1 denotes the atom index set after k − 1 iterations, J k denotes the atom index set in kth iterations. It should be noted that all the atom indexes in J k should be merged to S k , even if the same atom indexes exist in S k−1 , they also occupy index positions.
Based on the above update means of residual and atom index set, it can be drawn
From above derivation, the residual r k is not orthogonal to D S k−1 generated by k − 1 iterations, but it is orthogonal to D J k . And according to (11) , it can be drawn the conclusion that r k is also orthogonal to D J k+1 . From the above analysis, the atoms selected in adjacent iterations are not repetitive, the atoms selected in the k − 1 iteration and the atoms selected in the k +1 iteration may be repetitive, which reduces the possibility of irrelevant atoms being selected. When the number of the index in S k reaches K 0 , atom selection is stopped, S k consists of repeated and unrepeated atom indexes. Then, Gaussian elimination method is used to calculate the sparse representation coefficients, and the repeated atom can be eliminated. Finally, the remaining atoms are still orthogonal to each other, thus the sparse representation of the impulse components can be realized.
In the step 6, a plurality of atoms is selected in each iteration. In the RandOMP algorithm, there is only one atom being selected each iteration according to (4) . In order to accelerate the convergence rate of the algorithm, AdRaOMP algorithm selects a plurality of atoms in each iteration, and the process of selecting atoms in the first iteration is shown as Fig.4 . To ensure that atoms are selected in each iteration, the atom with the highest probability will be automatically selected. Meanwhile, in order to accelerate the efficiency of the algorithm, the stop condition of the atom selection is that no atom is selected for m consecutive times, and m is defined as K 0 /2.
In the step 12, M is the number of coefficients in α, meanwhile, the weight λ of sparse representation coefficients is calculated according to the repeated numbers of atoms in S k , and by multiplying by α to balance the amplitude of all impulse components. In order to suppress the influence of the randomness of selecting atoms on the performance of the algorithm, AdRaOMP algorithm can be run N times. Moreover, many experimental results indicate that when N is in the range of 5 ∼ 10, a better result can be obtained. Therefore, in the paper, N is set from 5 ∼ 10. And the ensemble mean is used to process multiple sparse representation results y to improve the robustness.
B. CONSTRUCTION OF SLIDING WINDOW
Although the AdRaOMP algorithm proposed in this paper can improve the detection effect of periodic impulse components to some extent, there is still a problem that weak impulse components may fail to be detected due to the influence of strong background noise. In fact, the process of using AdRaOMP to extract periodic impulse components can be regarded as the process of finding the optimal solution of sparse model in the signal. Therefore, aiming at this problem, a data segmentation algorithm based on sliding window is introduced to preprocess the vibration signal. By evenly dividing the vibration signal into multiple subsignals, the global optimization of AdRaOMP in the whole signal is transformed into the local optimization in each sub-signal, which weakens the influence of strong noise on weak impulse features extraction. However, if the width of sliding window is too short, the length of the resulting data will be too short, which may destroy the impulse features; if the width of sliding window is too long, the effect of suppressing the influence of noise on the feature extraction by sliding window will be weakened. Thus, the sliding window whose width is too long or too short is not conducive to the effective extraction of the periodic impulse components.
Given that the period of impulse signal is often related to the rotating frequency of corresponding shaft such as integral multiple or fractional multiple of the rotating frequency, thus the width of sliding window can be calculated according to the rotating frequency information. Through many numerical simulations, the construction method of sliding window is described as below.
The width w 0 and sliding distance δ 0 of sliding window can be calculated respectively according to the rotating frequency f r of rolling bearing, and w 0 is equal to δ 0 , the specific calculation formula is as follows
where round ( * ) denotes the rounded-off operation, * denotes the operation of round up to an integer. In order to enable the data intercepted by sliding window to carry sufficient bearing fault information, the data corresponding to the minimum value of width w 0 should contain at least one rotation period of bearing vibration information. Meanwhile, if the width is too large, it is not conducive to the impulse feature extraction. Therefore, the recommended value is given for the upper limit of the width. Furthermore, the width and sliding distance of sliding window can also be appropriately adjusted according to the characteristic of different signals.
C. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF AdRaOMP-SW ALGORITHM
In order to analyze the feasibility and effectiveness of AdRaOMP-SW in periodic impulse components extraction, a numerical simulation is performed. According to the vibration signal characteristic of defective bearing, the model of simulation signal is as follows
x(t) = 0.8e −αt sin(2π f z t) (14) where the attenuation index is α = 650, the natural frequency is f z = 2000 Hz, the sampling frequency is f s = 10 kHz. The initial position of impulse signal is T 0 = 0.015s, and the period is T = 0.05 s. The noise n(t) is Gaussian white noise with standard deviation 0.15, the frequency f r = 10 Hz, and the length of data is 4000. The time domain waveforms of periodic impulse components x(t) and mixed signal y(t) are displayed in Fig.5 , respectively. First, the proposed AdRaOMP algorithm is used to extract periodic impulse components x(t) from mixed signal y(t), the detection result is displayed in Fig.6(a) . It is observed that only six impulse components are extracted due to the influence of the noise. In order to extract the impulse components accurately, the signal y(t) in Fig.5(b) is analyzed by AdRaOMP-SW. Taking the signal length and the period of impulse signal into account, the width and sliding distance of sliding window are w 0 = 1000 and δ 0 = 1000 respectively, and the obtained processing result is displayed in Fig.6(b) . It is observed that the AdRaOMP-SW extracts all the impulse components by segmenting the long data into short data with the sliding window, and the impulse interval is 0.05s.
In contrast, the same sparsity obtained using (10) is inputted into RandOMP to process the mixed signal y(t), the detection result is shown in Fig. 6(c) . By comparing Fig.6 (b) and Fig.6 (c) , the detection effect of the AdRaOMP-SW for periodic impulse components is superior to that of RandOMP, and the processing result of RandOMP contains more high frequency noise and interferences, the period impulse components cannot be found in Fig.6(c) .
In order to compare the feature extraction performance of the AdRaOMP-SW algorithm and the RandOMP under different noise levels, the root mean square error (RMSE) curve is displayed in Fig.7. From Fig.7 , the feature extraction performance of RandOMP is always inferior to AdRaOMP-SW, and the difference is obvious under the strong noise.
The analysis results indicate that on the premise that it is difficult to obtain the accurate sparsity of fault components in original signal, the proposed AdRaOMP-SW can effectively extract the periodic impulse features, and outperforms the AdRaOMP and RandOMP in the signal processing performance.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION AND ENGINEERING APPLICATION
In order to verify the effectiveness and superiority of the suggested AdRaOMP-SW algorithm in rolling bearing fault diagnosis, a group of experimental data and generator bearing vibration data of wind turbine have been analyzed in this section.
A. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
In this subsection, the vibration signals of rolling bearing outer race fault were collected from the SpectrQuest machinery fault simulator test rig [29] . And the detailed parameters of bearing are shown in Table 1 . In the experiments, the rotating frequency of the motor was f r = 29 Hz, the sampling frequency was f s = 51.2 kHz, and the length of analyzed data was 20480. The original vibration signal of bearing outer race fault is displayed in Fig.8 (a) , and its corresponding frequency spectrum and envelope spectrum are shown in Fig.8 (b) and (c) . According to the parameters of bearing and the rotating frequency, the fault characteristic frequency of bearing outer race is calculated as f O = 103.59 Hz. Obviously, fault components cannot be found in Fig.8 (a) and (b) . The fault characteristic frequency f O and 2 × f O can be found in Fig.8 (c) , but it's not obvious enough due to the influence of noise and interferences. Accordingly, the suggested AdRaOMP-SW method is applied to process the original signal of bearing outer race fault, and the parameters of sliding window are w 0 = δ 0 = 4096. The obtained processing results are shown in Fig.9 . It can be seen from Fig.9 (a) that many impulse components are extracted, and noise and interference are significantly reduced in comparison to Fig. 8 (a) . The fault characteristic frequency f O and 2 × f O , 3 × f O , 4 × f O can be clearly found in the envelope spectrum shown in Fig.9 (b) , thereby improving the accuracy of bearing fault identification.
In contrast, the RandOMP algorithm using the sparsity calculated with (10) is employed to analyze the original vibration signal of rolling bearing. The processing results are displayed in Fig.10 . From Fig.10 (a) , it is observed that apart from the obvious impulse components contained in the original signal, many noise and interference components are also extracted, which makes the amplitude at the fault characteristic frequency not obvious enough in the envelop spectrum. Therefore, the comparison result shows that AdRaOMP-SW outperforms the RandOMP algorithm in the extraction of periodic impulse components, which is suitable for the fault diagnosis of rolling bearing.
In addition, the spectral kurtosis method [30] is also applied to analyze the vibration signal of defective bearing, and the Kurtogram and filtered signal are shown in Fig.11 . By comparing Fig.9 and Fig.11 , it can be found that the filtered signal obtained by spectral kurtosis still contains lots of high-frequency noise and interferences. And the fault characteristic frequency f O cannot be found in the envelope spectrum shown in Fig.11 (c) . The above analysis results indicate that compared with RandOMP and spectral kurtosis, the proposed AdRaOMP-SW method can improve the detection effect of periodic impulse components, and is convenient for diagnosing rolling bearing fault.
B. ENGINEERING APPLICATION
Next, in order to further validate the practicability of the suggested AdRaOMP-SW method for rolling bearing fault diagnosis in practice, the rolling bearing data generated from the generator of wind turbine is adopted to diagnose the bearing fault for analysis purpose. Vibration detection of multiple units in a wind farm indicates that severe vibration is occurred in the drive end bearing of generator of No. 10 wind turbine. The sensor distribution of the transmission system is displayed in Fig.12 . The type of bearing is 6332M_FAG. The rotating frequency of the generator is f r = 20 Hz, the sampling frequency is f s = 12.8 kHz, and the length of data was 8000.
The time domain waveform and its spectra of the vibration signal of generator bearing are shown in Fig.13 . It can be found that the time domain waveform is disorderly, and the feature information related to the bearing fault cannot be found except for the obvious rotating frequency component in the frequency spectrum. To further determine the bearing fault, the envelope analysis is used to process the vibration signal, and the envelope spectrum is shown in Fig. 13 (c) . In the envelope spectrum, there is a spectral peak at the frequency 108.8 Hz which is almost consistent with the fault characteristic frequency of bearing inner race f 0 = 108.3 Hz, but it is not conducive to identifying the fault information of bearing accurately and timely due to the influence of background noise. Therefore, the original signal is processed by the AdRaOMP-SW method proposed in this paper, and the parameters of sliding window are w 0 = δ 0 = 1600. Fig.14 displays the processing results. And obviously, most impulse components are extracted, and the envelope spectrum shown in Fig. 14 (b) , the fault characteristic frequency f 0 and its corresponding multiple-frequency components are very obvious, which indicates that damage on the inner race of the drive end bearing in the wind turbine generator can be detected. And in order to avoid significant losses, the vibration of generator needs to be focused and detected periodically.
In contrast, the RandOMP algorithm is employed to analyze the original vibration signal. The processing results are displayed in Fig. 15 . Obviously, the impulse components are not as obvious as in Fig.14 (a) , and although the feature frequency f 0 can be found in Fig.15 (b) , the extraction effect is inferior to that of Fig.14 (b) . Therefore, the AdRaOMP-SW algorithm is superior to the RandOMP algorithm in the extraction of periodic impulse components, which is suitable for the fault diagnosis of rolling bearing.
Similarly, the spectral kurtosis method is also adopted to process the vibration signal. Fig.16 shows the Kurtogram and filtered signal. By comparing Fig.14 (a) and Fig.16 (b) , it can be found that the filtered signal obtained by spectral kurtosis still contains lots of noise. And although the characteristic frequency f 0 can be found in Fig.16 (c) , the extraction effect is inferior to that of Fig.14 (b) . The analysis result indicates that the proposed AdRaOMP-SW method outperforms spectral kurtosis method in the periodic impulse components extraction to some extent, which contributes to realizing the fault features extraction of rolling bearing.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an AdRaOMP-SW method is proposed to extract the periodic impulse features of rolling bearing faults. Different from the RandOMP algorithm, the suggested AdRaOMP algorithm solves the problem of sparsity being difficult to determine and improves the efficiency of feature extraction by selecting a plurality of atoms in each iteration. By using the data segmentation algorithm based on sliding window, the weak periodic impulse features submerged in strong noise can be effectively extracted, thereby improving the processing performance of the algorithm. The comparison results demonstrate that the suggested AdRaOMP-SW method has some advantages and practical values in fault features extraction of rolling bearing compared with RandOMP and spectral kurtosis.
Additionally, an analysis dictionary constructed using 'db8' wavelet basis is used in the sparse representation of signals in the paper. However, due to the diversity of fault components in engineering application, the analysis dictionary has some limitations. Therefore, if a dictionary which is highly correlated with the fault features can be constructed by means of autonomous learning, the performance of the algorithm will be further improved. Therefore, the construction of learning dictionary will be the focus of our further research.
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